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Sequence'acquisition'and'alignment' 2!
To test for possible influences of phylogeny on our results, we downloaded the same 3! sequences used by by Magro et al. (2010) for each of our species from Genbank 4! (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ genbank/). In addition, we downloaded two sequences 5! for the Larch ladybird given that this species has not been included in previous studies 6! (accession numbers: HM909101 and KJ963033). We aligned the sequences using 7! CL U S T A L W (Thompson et al., 1994) , and adjusted this alignment by eye. 8!
Phylogenetic reconstruction 9!
We assessed the phylogenetic relationship of our five species using three criteria: 10! Neighbour Joining (NJ), Maximum Parsimony (MP), and Maximum likelihood (ML).
11!
The phylogenies were reconstructed in R using the 'ape', 'phangorn' and 'phyloch' 12! packages. For the ML approach, we used RAxML version 7.0.4 (Stamatakis et al., 13! 2005) with default settings (GTRGAMMA model). These three reconstruction yielded 14! unresolved polytomies. Thus we used the 'resolve.root' command to build five (5) 15! trees for each criteria forcing the root to each of our five species, for a total of 15 16! plausible phylogenetic reconstructions. Using the package and 'picante' we calculated 17! ! 2! all topologies. ! 25! Supplementary, material, 2:, Survival, analysis, pairwise, comparisons, based, on, the, fixed, coefficients, of, each, toxin, dilution, and The figure shows the paper models used for the predation risk experiments carried out in this study. Figure 4A shows the acrylic positive-and negative mold designed to model the ladybirds to an average size between the species collected for the toxicity tests. Figure 4B shows the model pinned to a leaf using Blue-Tack adhesive and a drawing pin to hold it to the leaf. Figures 4C, 4D , and 4E shows the types of attacks we quantified in our experiments. These ranged from the model being pecked or bitten to the complete consumption of the model. 
